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Abstract: In this paper, a combined approach CAZWNLP (a combined approach
of zero-watermarking and natural language processing) has been developed for
the tampering detection of English text exchanged through the Internet. The third
gram of alphanumeric of the Markov model has been used with text-watermarking
technologies to improve the performance and accuracy of tampering detection
issues which are limited by the existing works reviewed in the literature of this
study. The third-grade level of the Markov model has been used in this method
as natural language processing technology to analyze an English text and extract
the textual characteristics of the given contexts. Moreover, the extracted features
have been utilized as watermark information and then validated with the attacked
English text to detect any suspected tampering occurred on it. The embedding
mechanism of CAZWNLP method will be achieved logically without effects or
modifying the original text document to embed a watermark key. CAZWNLP
has been implemented using VS code IDE with PHP. The experimental and simula-
tion results using standard datasets of varying lengths show that the proposed
approach can obtain high robustness and better detection accuracy of tampering
common random insertion, reorder, and deletion attacks, e.g., Comparison results
with baseline approaches also show the advantages of the proposed approach.

Keywords: NLP; text analysis; English text watermarking; robustness; tampering
detection

1 Introduction

The reliability and security of text information shared over the Internet is the most exciting and
demanding area for the scientific community. In communication technologies, authentication of content,
and honesty of automated text verification with different language formats are of great significance.
Numerous applications such as electronic banking, electronic commerce, etc. impose most challenges
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during contents transfer via the internet. In terms of content, structure, grammar, and semantics, much of the
multimedia exchanged via the Internet is in form of textual which is very susceptible to online transmission.
During the transfer process, malicious attackers can temper such digital content and thus the changed count [1].

For information security, many algorithms and techniques are available, such as content authentication,
verification of integrity, detection of tampering, identification of owners, access control, and copyright protection.

To overcome these issues, digital watermarking (DWM) is a technique that can be used to hide the
various data, for example; binary images, text, audio, and video with embedding them in digital content
as watermark information [2,3].

A fine-grain process for document watermarking is suggested based on the substitution of homoglyph
characters of white spaces and Latin symbols [4].

Several conventional methods and solutions for text watermarking were proposed [5] and categorized into
different classes, such as linguistic, structure, zero watermarks, and format-based methods [6]. To insert the
watermark information into the document, most of these methods need improvement to plain text material.
Zero-watermarking without any alteration to the original digital material to embed the watermark
information is a recent technology used with intelligent methods and algorithms. In addition, the contents of
a given digital background can be used in this process to produce the watermark key [1,6–8].

Restricted research has centered on the appropriate solutions to verify the credibility of critical digital
media online [9–11]. In the research community, digital text tampering detection and authentication have
received great attention. Also, research in the field of text watermarking has concentrated on copyright
protection in the last decade, but less interest and attention has been paid to integrity verification,
identification of tampering, and authentication of content due to the existence of text content based on the
natural language [12].

Proposing the most appropriate approaches for various formats and content, especially in English and
Arabic languages, is the most common challenge in this area [13,14]. Therefore, authentication of
content, verification of honesty, and detection of tampering of sensitive text is a major problem in
different applications and needs the required solutions.

Some instances of such sensitive digital text content are Arabic Holy-Qur'an, eChecks, and online
marking of exams. Different Arabic alphabet characteristics such as diacritics, letter extraction, and
symbols of Arabic supplementary that make it easy to alter the key text material meaning by creating
basic changes such as modifying diacritic arrangements [11,15]. The most popular soft computing and
Natural-Language Processing (NLP) technique is involved for HMM text analysis.

In this paper, the authors present a reliable approach known as CAZWNLP for tampering detection of
English text transmitted via the internet. The proposed approach is based on the third grade of alphanumeric
mechanism based on the Markov model. In CAZWNLP, a combined model of NLP and English text
watermarking technologies. In this approach, NLP used for text analysis to obtain the textual
characteristics of the given English contents and generate watermark data. The plain English text will not
be affected by the embedding process of the generated watermark key because the embedding will be
logically without changes or modifications of the original text. The embedded watermark key will be
used later to check the status of the received English text and to determine if it is authentic or not.

The major objective of CAZWNLP approach is to achieve high accuracy of tampering detection that
occurred in English text during transmission via Internet, which has gained great importance and needs
more security and protection via the Internet.

The rest of the paper has five more sections. Section 2 provides a related work. Section 3 presents
CAZWNLP. Section 4 describes the implementation, simulation, and experimental. Section 5 describes
the comparison and result discussion, and Section 6 has the conclusion of the article.
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2 Related Work

Natural language is the foundation of approaches to linguistic text watermarking. The mechanism of
those methods embedding the watermark is based on changes applied to the semantic and syntactic
essence of plain text [1].

To enhance the capability and imperceptibility of Arabic text, A method of text watermarking is
suggested room dependent on the accessible words [16]. In this method, any word-space is used to mask
the Boolean bit 0 or 1 that physically modifies the original text. A text steganography technique was
proposed to hide information in the Arabic language [17]. The step of this approach considers Harakat’s
existence in Arabic diacritics such as Kasra, and Damma as well as reverses Fatha to cover the message.

A Kashida-marks invisible method of watermarking [18], based on the features of frequent recurrence of
document security and authentication characters, was proposed. The method is based on a predetermined
watermark key with a Kashida placed for a bit 1 and a bit omitted. The method of steganography of the
text was proposed to use Kashida extensions depend on the characters ‘moon’ and ‘sun’ to write digital
contents of the Arabic language [19]. Also, the method Kashida characters are seen alongside characters
from Arabic to decide which hidden secret bits are kept by specific characters. In this form, four instances
are included in the kashida characters: moon characters representing ‘00’; sun characters representing
‘01’; sun characters representing ‘10’; and moon characters representing ‘11’.

A text steganographic approach [20] based on multilingual Unicode characters has been suggested to
cover details in English scripts for the use of the English Unicode alphabet in other languages. Thirteen
letters of the English alphabet have been chosen for this approach. It is important to embed dual bits in a
timeframe used ASCII code for embedding 00. However, multilingual ones were used by Unicode to
embed between 01, and 10, as well as 11. The algorithm of text watermarking is used to secure textual
contents from malicious attacks according to Unicode extended characters [21]. The algorithm requires
three main steps, the development, incorporation, and extraction of watermarks. The addition of
watermarks is focused on the development of predefined coding tables, while scrambling strategies are
often used in generation and removal, the watermarking key is safe.

The substitution attack method focused on preserving the position of words in the text document has
been proposed [22]. This method depends on manipulating word transitions in the text document.
Authentication of Chinese text documents based on the combination of the properties of sentences, text-
based watermarking approaches have been suggested [23,24]. The proposed method is presented as
follows: firstly, a text of the Chinese language is split into a group of sentences, and for each word, the
code of a semantic has been obtained. The distribution of semantic codes influences sentence entropy.
The distribution of semantic codes influences sentence entropy.

A zero-watermarking method has been proposed to preserve the privacy of a person who relies on the
Hurst exponent and the nullity of the frames [25]. For watermark embedding, the two steps are determined to
evaluate the unvoiced frames. The process of the proposed approach bases on integrating an individual's
identity without notifying any distortion in the signals of medical expression.

A zero-watermarking method was proposed to resolve the security issues of text-documents of the
English language, such as verification of content and copyright protection [26]. A zero-watermarking
approach has been suggested based on the authentication Markov-model of the content of English text
[27,28]. In this approach, to extract the safe watermark information, the probability characteristics of the
text of English are involved and stored to confirm the validity of the attacked text-document. The
approach provides security against popular text attacks with a watermark distortion rate if, for all known
attacks, it is greater than one. For the defense of English text by copyright, based on the present rate of
ASCII non-vowel letters and terms, the conventional watermark approach [29] has been suggested.
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3 The Proposed Approach

This paper proposes a model consisted of the combination of NLP and English text watermarking
technologies. The method proposed in this paper is called CAZWNLP (a combined approach of zero-
watermarking and natural language processing). In CAZWNLP, authors utilize the third grade of
alphanumeric of the Markov model as NLP technique to procced text analyze, obtain the textual
regentship, and extract the characteristics of the given English text.

The main contributions of our approach, CAZWNLP can be summarized as unlike the existing work in
terms of watermark embedding mechanism, external watermark data, limitations on size or nature of the
English contents. The CAZWNLP method addressed all of these issues by using integrated techniques
which no need to use extra information as a watermark key, no effects or modification needed on the
original text, and no limitations on size and nature of the given text, no limitations also in the tampering
positions, type or volume of the attack.

The following subsections explain in detail two phases that should perform in CAZWNLP. The first
process is called the watermark generation and embedding phase; however, the second phase is
watermark extraction and detection.

3.1 Watermark Generation and Embedding Phase

Three steps should be performed in this phase: pre-processing, generating watermark, and embedding
watermark as illustrated in Fig. 1.

3.1.1 Pre-Processing Step
The pre-processing of the original English text is one of the key steps in both generating and extracting

watermark for many proposes such as the present the given text in a small letter case, remove any extra
newlines or spaces. The original English text (OET) is required as input to run this procedure.

3.1.2 Watermark Generation Step
Two procedures should be performed in this step are build the Markov matrix and set up the states and

transitions of the given English text, text analyzing, and generating the watermark.

� Set up the Markov matrix to represent the initial step to run this procedure of CAZWNLP method. In
this procedure every triple of unique alphanumeric should be represented as a unique state, and every
unique alphanumeric should be represented as a transition in the Markov matrix.

The procedure of the pre-processing and set up the Markov matrix is represented by the pseudocode as
shown in Algorithm 1.

Figure 1: CAZWNLP English text-watermark steps
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where,

OET: is the original English text, PET: is a pre-processed English text, a3_mm: states and transitions
matrix, ps: refers to the current state, ns: refers to next state.

The length of a3 mm i½ � j½ �matrix of CAZWNLP is dynamic in which the number of states is equal to the
total number of unique triples of alphanumeric in given English text. However, the number of transitions is
fixed which is equal to the total number of English characters, integer numbers from 0 to 9, and special
symbols.

� Text analyzing and generating the watermarking procedure: this procedure is performed to analyzing
the given English text and obtain the contents relationships in order to use them to generate the
watermark. This process is computed by Eq. (1).

a3 mm½ps�½ns� ¼
Xn�3

i; j¼1
transtions i½ � j½ � (1)

where n: is the total number of states.

To demonstrate the working mechanism of the proposed CAZWNLP, the authors use the following
sample of English text.

When using the third grade of the alphanumeric Markov model, each unique triple sequence of
alphanumeric is represented as a state. Text analysis is achieved to find the inter characteristics for both
current and next states. Fig. 2 below shows the available transitions and analysis results of the above
sample of English text.

Algorithm 1: The procedure of the pre-processing and set up the Markov matrix using CAZWNLP

“The quick brown fox jumps over the brown fox whoo is show jumps over the brown fox who is dead.”
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Authors assume “br” is a present state, and the available next transition(s) are ‘o’, ‘o’, and ‘o’. I observe
that three transitions available in the given English text sample.

The pseudocode of the procedure of the text analyzing and watermark generating based on the third
grade of alphanumeric Markov model presented in Algorithm 2 and proceeds as illustrated in Fig. 3.

where pa: previous triple of alphanumeric, ca: current triple of alphanumeric.

The extracted characteristics of the given English text of non-zero values will be concatenated in decimal
form to generate the original watermark key WMPO, as provided in Eq. (2) and Fig. 4.

Figure 2: Representing states and their transitions of sample text using CAZWNLP

Algorithm 2: Text analyzing and watermark generating using CAZWNLP
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a3 WMPO & ¼ a3 mm ps½ � ns½ � (2)

3.1.3 Watermark Embedding Step
In the CAZWNLP technique, the embedding of zero watermarks will be done logically by identifying all

non-zero values in the Markov chain matrix without needing to modify the original text. The generated
WMPO is stored in WM database with other related information of the given English text document.

3.2 Watermark Extracting and Detecting Phase

Two core procedures are involved in this phase: extracting the watermark and detecting the watermark.
a3_EWMA will be obtained from the attacked text (PETA) and matched with a3_WMPO by detection
algorithm. The working mechanism of this phase is illustrated in Fig. 5.

3.2.1 Procedure of Extracting Watermark
PETA is the major input for this procedure. However, the output is a3_WMPA. The technical details of

this procedure are formulated in pseudocode as illustrated in Algorithm 3.

Figure 3: Text analyzing and watermark generating of the given English text using CAZWNLP

Figure 4: The generated watermark key WMPO using CAZWNLP

Figure 5: Extracting and detecting watermark phase using CAZWNLP
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Algorithm 3: Extracting the watermarking procedure based CAZWNLP

where, PETA: pre-processed attacked English text, a3_WMPA: attacked watermark patterns.

3.2.2 Procedure for Detecting Watermark
a3_WMPA and a3_WMPO are the core two inputs to run this procedure, while the output is the

notification status of English text, which can be authentic or tampered. This procedure is achieved in two
sub-steps:

� Primary detecting is performed to matching both a3_WMPO and a3_WMPA. If both appear identical,
then the status of the transferred English text is authentic. Otherwise, the transferred text has been
tampered, and then it continues to the next step.

� Secondary detecting is achieved by detecting the authenticity of all transitions of every state of the
generated watermark data as given by Eqs. (3 and 4).

a3 PMRT i; jð Þ ¼ a3 WMPO i½ � j½ � � a3 WMPO i½ � j½ � � a3 WMPA i½ � j½ �ð Þ
a3 WMPO i½ � j½ �

����

����;

for all i; j states and transitions

(3)

where,

� a3 PMRT : represents tampering detection accuracy rate value in transition level, (0 <
a3 PMRT<=1)

ea3 PMRS ið Þ ¼
Pn

j¼1 a3 PMRT i; jð Þð Þ
Total StatePatternCount ið Þ
����

���� for all i (4)

where,

� a3 PMRS: value of tampering detection accuracy rate in state level, (0 < a3 PMRS<=100).

After the tampering detection accuracy value of each state has been obtained; the next step is to produce
the values of each stored state in the Markov matrix as shown in Eq. (5).

a3 Sw ¼ a3 PMRS ið Þ � Transitions frequency ið Þ
total number of transitions

����

���� (5)

Where,

� a3 PMRS: is the total matching value in the ith state level.
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The values if a3_PMR of PETA and OETP are obtained by Eq. (6).

a3 PMR ¼
Pn

i¼1 a3 PMRS ið Þ
N

����

���� (6)

The destroyed rate of the watermark refers to the weight of the tampering that occurred on the attacked
contents, which is represented by a3_WDR, and obtained by Eq. (7).

a3 WDR ¼ 1� a3 PMR � 100 (7)

The watermark detecting procedure is presented formally using pseudocode as shown in Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4: Detecting the watermarking procedure based CAZWNLP
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where, a3_SW refers to the weight value of states correctly matched., and a3_WDR refers to the value of
watermark distortion rate (0 < a3_WDRS <=100).

The results of the watermark extracting and detecting procedures are illustrated in Fig. 6.

4 Implementation and Simulation

A variety of experiments and simulations are conducted to test the performance of CAZWNLP. This
section outlines an implementation environment, and typical scenarios of experimentation, and a
discussion of outcomes. A self-developed program has been developed for CAZWNLP technique using
PHP VS Code IDE programming environment.

4.1 Experimental and Performance Parameters

A series of experiments and simulation scenarios of CAZWNLP have been performed using various
sizes of standard datasets [very small (ESST), small (EMST), medium (EHMST), and large (ELST)]. An
experiments and simulation scenarios performed under predefined attacks (insertion, deletion, and
reorder) with their volumes (very small (5%), small (10%), mid (20%), and large (50%)] randomly on
multiple positions of these datasets. The desired accuracy rate with close to 100%.

4.2 CAZWNLP Simulation and Experiment Findings

To evaluate the accuracy of tampering detection of CAZWNLP, scenarios of many studies are performed
as shown in Tab. 1, for all forms of attacks and their volumes.

The results shown in Tab. 2 and Fig. 7 show that little effect is detected with deletion attack in case of the
low rate of tampering attack. Though, a high effect has been detected with insertion attack in case of mid-rate
of attack. In case of the high rate of attack, a high effect has been detected with insertion and deletion attacks.
This means that the CAZWNLP technique provides the best accuracy of tampering detection with both
reorder and deletion attacks in all rates of attacks.

Figure 6: Results of watermark extracting and detecting procedures using CAZWNLP
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5 Comparison and Result Discussion

The accuracy of tampering detection is critically studied, analyzed, and compared between CAZWNLP
and baseline methods SAWMWMM presented in [5] and NIATRAATI presented in [30].

5.1 English Text Size-Based Effect Comparison

A comparison of typical sizes of the English datasets in terms of tampering detection accuracy of
CAZWNLP with baseline methods SAWMWMM and NIATRAATI have been shown in Tab. 2.

The results shown in Tab. 2 and Fig. 8 shows how the detection accuracy of CAZWNLP, SAWMWMM
and NIATRAATI methods are affected by analyzing the dataset size. In Fig. 8, it can be seen that in all cases
of CAZWNLP and baseline SAWMWMM and NIATRAATI methods, the effect of English dataset size in
terms of high accuracy are ordered from high to low as ESST, ELST, EMST, and EHMST. This means that
the detection accuracy of all methods increased with decreasing size of English text and right reverse.
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Figure 7: Tampering impact under all attacks of many volumes

Table 1: Assessment detection accuracy of CAZWNLP under all volumes

Attack Volume Insertion Deletion Reorder

5% 94.02 96.41 95.36

10% 88.29 92.49 91.62

20% 80.89 85.86 86.90

s50% 63.54 67.30 80.19

Table 2: Detection accuracy comparison based on English text size

Dataset size SAWMWMM NIATRAATI CAZWNLP

[ESST] 71.33 67.27 84.41

[EMST] 69.93 63.80 84.79

[EHMST] 66.90 59.23 86.55

[ELST] 63.94 54.47 83.76
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Generally, the comparative results show that CAZWNLP method outperforms both SAWMWMM and
NIATRAATI methods in terms of detection accuracy and general performance with all sizes of English
dataset sizes.

5.2 Attack Type-Based Effect Comparison

A comparison of typical types of tampering attacks in terms of detection accuracy of CAZWNLP with
baseline methods SAWMWMM and NIATRAATI have been shown in Tab. 3.

The results shown in Tab. 3 and Fig. 9 shows that CAZWNLP method outperforms SAWMWMM and
NIATRAATI in terms of detection accuracy and general performance in all cases of attacks. This means that
CAZWNLP method is suitable and reliable for sensitive tampering detection of all kinds of attacks that can
be occurred on English text exchanged through the internet.
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Figure 8: English text size-based comparison of tampering detection accuracy

Table 3: Detection accuracy comparison based on attack type

Method Insertion Deletion Reorder

SAWMWMM 81.00 69.48 56.84

NIATRAATI 80.50 70.45 48.36

CAZWNLP 82.40 85.52 88.52
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Figure 9: Attack type-based comparison of tampering detection accuracy
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5.3 Attack Rate-Based Effect Comparison

A comparison of typical rates of tampering attacks in terms of detection accuracy of CAZWNLP with
baseline methods SAWMWMM and NIATRAATI have been shown in Tab. 4.

The results shown in Tab. 4 and Fig. 10 shows that, if the attack volume increases, the tampering
detection accuracy decreases. It seen also, CAZWNLP method outperforms both SAWMWMM and
NIATRAATI methods in terms of detection accuracy and general performance in all rates of attacks (low,
mid, or high). This means that CAZWNLP method is suitable and reliable for sensitive tampering
detection of all volumes of attacks that can be occurred on English text exchanged through the internet.

6 Conclusion

CAZWNLP method is proposed in this paper and implemented by the self-developed program in PHP
VS code IDE programming environment. Several typical scenarios of experiments and simulations are
performed on various typical of English datasets with various rates of tampering attacks. CAZWNLP has
been compared with SAWMWMM and NIATRAATI methods. The results of simulation and comparison
show that CAZWNLP outperforms SAWMWMM and NIATRAATI methods in terms of detection
accuracy and general performance. The results also show that CAZWNLP is suitable and reliable to
detect sensitive tampering that can occur on all English contents with real numbers and special characters.
For future work, the enhancement of accuracy should be considered for all attack rates and types.

Funding Statement: The authors extend their appreciation to the Deanship of Scientific Research at King
Khalid University for funding this work under grant number (R. G. P. 2/55/40 /2019), Received by Fahd N.
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Table 4: Detection accuracy comparison based on attack rates

Attack volume SAWMWMM NIATRAATI CAZWNLP

5% 82.09 84.98 95.26

10% 72.74 76.21 90.80

20% 57.71 61.46 84.55

50% 13.66 39.57 71.30
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Figure 10: Attack rate-based comparison of tampering detection accuracy
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